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NIKE DIRECT TO 
CONSUMER STRATEGY 

We have just finalised the latest 
Havas Commerce analysis!

How does this international leader cut 
out distributors to take its brand further? 

How many copies would you like to order? 

If you are interested, we also give you the possibility to personalise 
this new book for your own use. In concrete terms, you can sign the 
editorial and the introduction, sign the book under one of the havas 
brands of your choice or add a few pages presenting your agency or 

agencies for example.  
 

Just ask us: maxime.sabot@havas.com

106 pages 

6 months of work 

A must-have for your retail clients

mailto:maxime.sabot@havas.com


Havas Commerce & the PRW renew 

their partnership  for another year

Survey’s official release 
- 

At the PRW opening plenary in September 2022 

For participants 
- 

July 

In 2022 Havas Commerce has commissioned a 
global BtoB survey among 300 retail professionals 
across all continents to understand the challenges 
retailers will be facing by the end of 2022. 

In September 2021,  
Havas Commerce was 
already partnering with 
The Paris Retail Week, the 
1st retail event in Europe.

Do you have retail clients/partners/contacts who might be 

interested to participate (answer the short questionnaire)? 

Of course, all participants of this survey will get exclusivity and free 
results of this international survey ahead of Paris Retail Week. 

If so, please let us know ASAP if you would like to receive the 
questionnaire to share it with your retail client(s) as soon as it is 
launched. Also, if you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact 
us : maxime.sabot@havas.com

> Discover our last year's study <

https://havas.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/hcommerce2/EdCJ2OcjDZRIiHi2f-_4vigBjTMR3AIuMeHlctghHzedZg?e=mKn9Dw&wdLOR=cAB8B6A04-1E4B-1947-B332-3D2D23FFAC9A
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1/ 
Ads of the month



Amazon Books (UK) That reading feeling awaits 
Amazon Books launches an emotional campaign which brings up 
the feeling people have when immersed in a good book.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-lqgkPhJ2ZI


Uber Eats (France) Ça arrive 
Uber Eats launches a campaign in which, through the 
conversation between a mother and her son, the effectiveness 
and convenience of Uber Eats are highlighted.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8oZT7TT74E&t=25s


Decathlon (UK) Let’s play UK 
Décathlon is launching a « musical spot » to remind consumers of 
the importance of doing sport, as well as being a fun activity.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOXOsjOLarA&t=25s


2/ 
News from 
leaders



News 
From 

Amazon 

https://www.businessinsider.com/amazon-one-medical-health-clinic-healthcare-acquisition-2022-7?r=US&IR=T 

https://techcrunch.com/2022/07/16/analysts-estimate-single-digit-growth-for-all-retailers-during-prime-day-sales/

Source: BBC

Amazon acquires One Medical, a first aid provider. 

 

The e-commerce giant intends to "reinvent" the 
healthcare experience. Amazon's acquisition will allow 
customers to obtain virtual and personalised medical care 
24 hours a day. 

In addition, they will also be able to book their physical 
appointments on the same or the next day. Customers 
who subscribe will pay a flat fee of $199 per year.  

Amazon is not the first GAFAM to enter the health sector. 
Among other examples, we remember the launch by 
Apple of its "Apple Watch" through which it has carried 
out several collaborations with companies specialising in 
the health sector.

Source: BBC

Amazon Prime Day takes in another record haul.  

The ecommerce festival – which spanned July 12 and 13- 
hit $12,1 billion globally up about 9% from 2021 ($11,2 
billion).  

Amazon claimed that it sold more than 300 million items 
during these sales.  

The company partnered with celebrities and social media 
influencers and leveraged live streaming to soaring sales. 

https://www.businessinsider.com/amazon-one-medical-health-clinic-healthcare-acquisition-2022-7?r=US&IR=T
https://techcrunch.com/2022/07/16/analysts-estimate-single-digit-growth-for-all-retailers-during-prime-day-sales/


News 
From 

Amazon 

Source: BBC

Amazon is replacing van deliveries with e-cargo bikes 

in London. 

Following the growing trend towards sustainable actions, 
the retailer wants to move its deliveries to a “greener” 
status.  
  
As London is a city where traffic jams are a daily 
occurrence, the e-cargo bikes are being created to 
reduce carbon emissions and congestion on UK roads.

The bikes are estimated to reach over one million 
deliveries per year, across around a tenth of London’s 
ultra-low emission zones. The aim is to cross borders and 
take the project global.

Source: BBC

Just Eat Takeaway partners with Amazon in the US. 

Amazon Prime members in the US will be able to join 
Grubhub+ - a platform acquired by just Eat in 2020- 
membership for free for a year. 

No delivery charges will be applied to customers, and 
they will have the option to choose between all the 
restaurants Grubhub holds on its platforms for a year. 

By doing this, Grubhub will win some notoriety and will 
be closer to its  long-standing mission to « connect more 
diners with local restaurants. » 

Amazon will receive warrants worth 2% of Grubhub's 
shares. On the other hand, Amazon could also use some 
help by partnering with this important  Dutch food 
ordering and delivery company: Amazon gained 60 
million new members in 2020 and 2021, but CIRP says 
growth "stalled" in 2022.

https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2022/07/amazon-introduces-e-cargo-bikes-

to-replace-van-deliveries-in-london/

https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/just-eat-takeaway-teams-up-with-amazon-in-u.s.

https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2022/07/amazon-introduces-e-cargo-bikes-to-replace-van-deliveries-in-london/
https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2022/07/amazon-introduces-e-cargo-bikes-to-replace-van-deliveries-in-london/


News 
From 

Microsoft 
Microsoft bets on autonomous flights. 

The Project AirSim is the name of the platform launched by Microsoft to 
impulse AI-powered flights. 

AirSim offers better use of Data, IA,  and libraries of simulated 3D environments 
representing various urban and rural landscapes. It has made possible simulations 
to train autonomous aerial vehicles. With AirSim, Microsoft can test how well 
drones work when it rains or snows, or if strong winds or high temperatures would 
affect battery life.

https://news.microsoft.com/innovation-stories/microsoft-launches-project-airsim-an-end-to-end-platform-to-

accelerate-autonomous-flight/

https://news.microsoft.com/innovation-stories/microsoft-launches-project-airsim-an-end-to-end-platform-to-accelerate-autonomous-flight/
https://news.microsoft.com/innovation-stories/microsoft-launches-project-airsim-an-end-to-end-platform-to-accelerate-autonomous-flight/


News 
From 

Instagram Instagram users can buy products and track orders right in chats with small 

businesses in the US.  

  

A few years ago, Facebook launched ‘Facebook Shops’, enabling sellers to tag 
their products in live videos, allowing customers to shop in real time. Instagram 
also launched ‘Instagram checkout’ feature allowing shoppers to choose their 
products on Instagram and proceed to checkout without leaving the app. 

WhatsApp also rolled out its payment service in certain markets. 

More than ever, social networks are joining the underlying trend of commerce 
platformization. 

 https://about.fb.com/news/2022/07/buy-products-on-instagram-in-chat/

https://about.fb.com/news/2022/07/buy-products-on-instagram-in-chat/


News 
From H&M 

H&M and Google join forces to develop a global, enterprise-wide data 

platform. 

Google Cloud is building an integrated data platform for H&M to use data and to 
optimize the entire value chain.  

The integration of this innovation will help the fashion giant know which products 
are in stock and where, what the best price is or how much and when a supplier 
should deliver. 

  
https://www.retaildetail.eu/news/fashion/hm-turns-to-machine-learning-and-artificial-intelligence-with-google/

https://www.retaildetail.eu/news/fashion/hm-turns-to-machine-learning-and-artificial-intelligence-with-google/


3/ 
Global retail 
news & stories



AUTONOMOUS STORES: 
FROM CHECKOUT FREE STORES 

TO MOBILE SHOPS



 

https://www.dezeen.com/2022/06/30/abacus-lea-haats-erik-mantz-hansen-konstantin-wolf-future-mobility-competition-arrival-finalist/

The trend of reusing and re-purposing second-hand items crosses 
borders and reaches the transport sector: three entrepreneurs see 
the opportunity to build an electric tramway on disused railway 
tracks. 

Abacus is the name given to this unusual tramway which will also have 
an unusual design: the wagons will be completely transparent.

This initiative has a strong sustainable purpose; thanks to an induction 
process, this method makes it possible to do without batteries, to 
ensure that the tram is lighter, and to limit its noise pollution.

Source: Medium

Abacus: the futuristic tramway that uses disused railway 
tracks



Aldi joins the check-out free store trend and opens its first 
supermarket in London where customers buy without 
scanning the products. 

  

The supermarket chain is following the footsteps of major 

retailers such as Amazon (Amazon Go), Tesco (Tesco Go), 

and Sainsbury. 

 

  

With this concept, the consumer downloads the Aldi Shop&Go 
app and starts shopping. Once the purchase is completed, the 
custumer leaves the store, being automatically charged through 
the app. In addition, the app uses facial recognition technology 
for those who wish to buy alcoholic drinks. The system then 
estimates whether the client has the facial features of a person 
over the age of 25.  

These kinds of innovations show how companies and 
businesses are keen to improve the customer experience. The 
ultimate goal is to make the purchase process easier and more 
convenient.

Source: Ads Of The World

https://www.bbc.com/news/business-60038681



Tesco debuts click & collect payment plan

The plan costs 2,49$ per month and aims to offer customers 

“more choice and flexibility to pick a plan that works for 

them, regardless of their lifestyle or budget.” 

We are seeing more and more hybrid models being introduced 
into the purchasing process. 

In addition to being convenient and practical, the decision-
making power given to the consumer in the consumption 
process is constantly increasing. 

Source: Charged Retail

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/07/22/tesco-launches-first-ever-click-and-collect-payment-plan/

https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2022/07/22/tesco-launches-first-ever-click-and-collect-payment-plan/


THE HYBRID MODEL 
IN COMMERCE IS GETTING 

MOMENTUM



Live shopping allows customers to buy products while 
watching a YouTube video. 

 

YouTube has partnered with Shopify to let viewers purchase 

products without leaving its website.  

 

The entire purchase process happens while the customer is 
watching a video, which means that YouTube doesn’t lose nor 
visits or traffic.  

The fact that the customer can buy while still consuming 
entertainment, and even that the likelihood of buying is 
presented to him while consuming entertainment, shows us the 
speed at which consumption has advanced. And above all, we 
observe the rise of consumption completely oriented towards 
virtual channels.

Source: Retail Wire

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/19/youtube-partners-with-shopify-to-add-live-shopping-features.html

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/19/youtube-partners-with-shopify-to-add-live-shopping-features.html


Best Buy launches a “first- digital” store.

The concept of this new store is, first, to provide customers 

with an all-digital purchasing experience. Customers will be 

able to check out and get advice digitally.  

 

When consumers enter the store, they are welcomed by a 7-
foot-tall (2 metres high) digital display that explains what’s new 
and how to shop. 

  
On the other hand, the store concept is also to be a «  small 
store  » which gives the perception of a more personalized 
experience. 

Source: The Verge

https://corporate.bestbuy.com/small-format-store/

https://corporate.bestbuy.com/small-format-store/


Snapchat invests in retailer Galaxy to position itself in the 
second-hand landscape and, at the same time, to boost itself 
to social commerce. 

For its part, Galaxy is a fast-growing retailer in a booming 

industry.  

 

The second-hand market is now gaining momentum and is 
expected to grow to 82$ billion by 2026 (ThredUp study).  

Through this collaboration, Snapchat will enter the landscape of 
this booming trend and the marketplace will grow vertical given 
the impact the social network has on Gen Z in Europe and 
America. 

Source: Input Mag

https://www.retaildive.com/news/snapchat-invests-gen-z-resale-platform-galaxy/627693/

https://www.retaildive.com/news/snapchat-invests-gen-z-resale-platform-galaxy/627693/


FROM ENTERING THE METAVERSE 
TO TAKING PART IN IT



Baidu will mass produce virtual beings in its metaverse.  

Baidu’s metaverse project, called XiRang, was launched in 

2020 and a ims to become the “AWS fo r t he 

metaverse” (Forbes).  

  

Baidu now aims to allow every human to own a virtual 
counterpart. 

In China (and gradually in western countries), avatars present 
significant business opportunities. Luxury brands are fostering 
in this sector to sell virtual goods and reach a new audience. 

Baidu’s announcement sets light on its ambitions to leverage AI 
to create a new reality.  

Source:Pinterest

https://jingdaily.com/baidu-metaverse-china-virtual-hosts/?utm_source=Jing+Daily+Subscriber+List&utm_campaign=c9edfde185-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_12_06_39_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8dec01cd8d-c9edfde185-408306549

https://jingdaily.com/baidu-metaverse-china-virtual-hosts/?utm_source=Jing+Daily+Subscriber+List&utm_campaign=c9edfde185-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_12_06_39_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8dec01cd8d-c9edfde185-408306549


“Hondaverse” is the name that Honda has given to its own 
fully immersive virtual world, which has emplaced in Fortnite  

The Hondaverse has been offering several custom maps on 

Fortnite since June 30. 

  

At the same time, the brand is capitalizing on marketers’ 
growing interest in the metaverse by creating a virtual world of 
its own. 

The first custom map is dedicated to Honda’s new model “HR-
V 2023”.  It allows players to complete courses or answer 
anecdotal questions about the brand. 

This virtual world has been developed independently, using 
creative tools available on Fortnite like the Creative Toolset. 

Source:J’ai un pot dans la com

https://jai-un-pote-dans-la.com/honda-presente-monde-virtuel-immersif-hondaverse-twitch/

https://jai-un-pote-dans-la.com/honda-presente-monde-virtuel-immersif-hondaverse-twitch/
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